
Subject: Re: How do we get Renegade great again?
Posted by halo2pac on Tue, 07 Sep 2010 14:54:02 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

HaTe wrote on Mon, 23 August 2010 21:14Time killed Renegade, and unless we can go back in
time, it will not be great again. Better graphics in games are out, better  gameplay, and everything.
It seems that for the most part the people who still play Renegade play it either because they have
friends that they love to play the game with, and would otherwise not play with them; or they love
the game in general, and are addicted to it; or are too poor to get a better game. The communities
are what keep Renegade alive, not the general Renegade population. Communities working for
their community, and making sure it succeeds is the best way for Renegade to stay alive. The
players who play all day and sit in one server for 5+ minutes  waiting for someone to join are the
ones helping Renegade more than the ones discussing and planning on improving the game quite
honestly. To be honest, I think that the number of players in Renegade at a time will increase
when TT releases, but not because it will attract new people - but just because the new maps will
make people want to keep playing, and will have them playing more. Playing and playing more is
how we keep it alive. Getting it great is really a stupid suggestion honestly, because if it's not great
to you at this point, then you likely don't play too much, and in turn are one of the ones killing it
more than helping it. The truth hurts :/

I'm here because I have friends here still, I love the programming aspect of modding this game,
and the hosting-owning aspect of having a community.

Other than that Renegade does suck (graphics and lag wise) and I prefer playing counter strike
for the 20% better graphics and 60% less lag.

But hell, if TT figured out how to make renegade lag 60% less and look 20% better with
auto-update server/client side with the capabilities of pushing updates per server (inc. servers
sending mods to players) then I'd be extremely happy to devote all my free time to renegade. that
and donate more frequently.
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